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Let g be a semisimple finite-dimensional Lie algebra. The quantized
Ž .enveloping algebra U g attached to it has been considered by manyq
authors. If the deformation parameter is a root of unity, some interesting
finite-dimensional Hopf algebras arise}the so-called Frobenius]Lusztig
w xkernels}which have been introduced by Lusztig 9 . The Frobenius]
Lusztig kernels are not semisimple and arise as the Hopf kernels of some
w xanalogue of the Frobenius map in characteristic 0 9, Sect. 8 . Lusztig gave
a Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt type basis for the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels.Â
Since the relations between the generators of the Frobenius]Lusztig
kernels are complicated, non-trivial results concerning their Hopf algebra
structure have been obtained only in the case of Frobenius]Lusztig
Ž . w xkernels for U sl 18, 4 .q n
w xIn his book 7 , Lusztig gives a very different, but equivalent description
Ž .of U g which uses a bilinear form and implicitly contains a certainq
minimality property. This property does not only help to find simple
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Ž . w x Žmodules of U g 7, Chap. 6 , but also helps to prove structural results cf.q
w x.the computation of the coradical filtration in 1, 17 . This has led to the
question whether the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels can be alternatively de-
w xscribed in a similar fashion as in 7 . After using a trick to transfer the
bilinear form to the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels, this has turned out to be
true, and an important reason for this is that the Poincare]Birkhoff]WittÂ
basis is orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form which arises in
w xLusztig's description. Therefore the method of 17 can be used to find the
coradical filtration of the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels as well as the factor
Ž w x.Hopf algebras and automorphisms cf. 1 .
w xAfter finding these results, we have seen that Rosso 12, 13 has already
given a similar description for the quantized enveloping algebra and of the
w xFrobenius]Lusztig kernels independently of Lusztig 7 , but the proof,
which he has sent to the author on request, is quite different from the
Žproof given here in particular it is based on the presentation by genera-
.tors and relations and therefore does not work for restricted specializa-
tions which will be considered here, too.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some defini-
w xtions and results from 7 needed for the following; in particular the
quantized enveloping algebra U, its integral form U, the restricted special-A
ization U, and the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels u are defined.Äk
In Section 2, we describe how the bilinear form in Lusztig's definition
can be transferred from U to U and u and under which conditions theÄk
non-degeneracy of the bilinear form for U leads to analogous properties
Žfor U, U, and u. The main result will be that the triangular or BorelÄA k
.like parts of u can be described in the same fashion as the triangularÄ
parts of U, after the indeterminate ¤ has been replaced by the root of
unity q under some weak conditions on the order of q.
w xIn Section 3, we use a modified version of Takeuchi's arguments in 17
to find the coradical filtration of U and u.Äk
In Section 4, we apply the results of Section 3 to find the bi-ideals of u.Ä
In Section 5, we classify imbeddings of restricted specializations and of
Frobenius]Lusztig kernels, in particular the groups of Hopf algebra auto-
morphisms. Due to the generality of Lusztig's definition of the quantized
enveloping algebra, some very strange morphisms may occur, but under
reasonable conditions all automorphisms and embeddings are essentially
induced from automorphisms and embeddings of quantized enveloping
algebras.
w xIn the second part of the paper 11 , we classify Hopf subalgebras of
Frobenius]Lusztig kernels and quantized enveloping algebras and con-
sider a class of quasitriangular structures for Frobenius]Lusztig kernels
and restricted specializations.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
w xThe reader is referred to Sweedler's book 15 and Montgomery's book
w x10 as general references about Hopf algebras. Let C be a coalgebra over
the field k. An element g in C is said to be a group-like element if
Ž . Ž .D g s g m g, « g s 1. The set of group-like elements is denoted by
Ž . Ž .G C . Let g, h g G C . Then x g C is said to be skew-primiti¤e, or more
Ž . Ž .precisely g, h -primiti¤e if D x s h m x q x m g. The coalgebra C is said
to be pointed if its simple subcoalgebras are one-dimensional, that is, they
Ž .are generated by elements of G C .
Throughout this paper, we denote the sets of positive and non-negative
integers by N and N , respectively.0
We recall the very general definition of quantized universal enveloping
w xalgebras from Lusztig's book 7 .
1.1. Cartan Datum and Root Datum
ŽUsually, quantized enveloping algebras are defined in terms of a sym-
.metrizable n = n Cartan matrix. In Lusztig's definition, there is an index
² :set I with n elements, the Cartan matrix has entries i, j9 for i, j g I,
and the matrix with entries i ? j for i, j g I is a symmetrized version of it.
Ž .A Cartan datum is a pair I, ? consisting of a finite set I and a
1w x w x Ž .symmetric bilinear form Z I = Z I “ Z, n , n 9 ‹ n ? n 9 such that i ? i2
2 i ? j
is a positive integer for all i g I and y is a non-negative integer for
i ? i
w xall distinct i, j g I 7, Paragraph 1.1.1 .
Ž .A Cartan datum is said to be of finite type if the symmetric matrix i ? j ,
indexed by I = I, is positive definite. It is said to be irreducible if I is
non-empty and for any distinct i, j g I there exists a sequence i s
wi , i , . . . , i s j in I such that i ? i - 0 for t s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 7, Para-1 2 n t tq1
xgraph 2.1.3 . An irreducible component is a maximal irreducible subset of I.
w xFor any n s Ý n i g Z I , write tr n s Ý n g Z.i i i i
w x n i i? i r2Let ¤ be an indeterminate. For n s Ýn i g Z I we set ¤ s Ł ¤i n i
Ž i? i r2 .in particular ¤ s ¤ for i g I and for t g Z and n g N definei 0
t yt n n w x¤ y ¤ t y s q 1 ii i ! tw x w x w xt s , n s t , s .Ł Łi i iy1 n w xs¤ y ¤ its1 ss1 ii i
w y1 xLet A s Z ¤ , ¤ . Then for all a, n g N , i g I, the Gaussian binomial0
aw x w xcoefficient is an element of A 7, Paragraphs 1.1.2, 1.3 .in
Ž ² : . Ž .A root datum Y, X, , , . . . of type I, ? consists, by definition, of
two finitely generated free abelian groups Y, X, an imbedding I ; X
Ž . Ž . Ž .i ‹ i9 , an imbedding I ; Y i ‹ i , and a perfect s non-degenerate
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2 i ? j
² :bilinear pairing Y = X “ Z such that i, j9 s for all i, j g I. These
i ? i
w x w ximbeddings induce homomorphisms Z I “ Y, Z I “ X ; we shall often
w xdenote, again by n , the image of n g Z I by either of these homomor-
w xphisms 7, Paragraph 2.2.1 .
The following definition will be useful for the following. Let R be a
Ž .commutative ring, V, W two R-modules, and ?, ? : V = W “ R a bilinear
form. Then call
x g V ; y g W : x , y s 0 1 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .the left radical of the bilinear form.
1.2. The Algebra f
The upper and lower triangular parts of the quantized enveloping
Ž .algebra generated by skew-primitive elements have many similarities and
can be treated separately. As algebras they are isomorphic to the algebra f,
Ž .which is a quotient of the free associative algebra $ f over Q ¤ with
generators u for i g I. In the following, let i, j denote elements of I. $ fi
Ž . w xis graded as an algebra over N I ; the generators u are homogeneous0 i
< < w xof degree u s i. For any n g N I we denote by $ f the vector sub-i 0 n
space of $ f spanned by all homogeneous elements of degree n . The tensor
Ž .product $ f m $ f can be regarded as a Q ¤ -algebra with multiplication
Ž .Ž . < y <? < x 9 <Ž .x m y x9 m y9 s ¤ xx9 m yy9 , where x, y, x9, y9 g $ f are homoge-
neous. There is a unique algebra homomorphism
r : $ f “ $ f m $ f, u ‹ u m 1 q 1 m u .i i i
Ž .For x g $ f write r x s Ý x m x in a kind of Sweedler's notation, where1 2
w xx , x are homogeneous 7, Paragraph 1.2.2 .1 2
Ž . Ž .There is a unique bilinear form ?, ? on $ f = $ f such that 1, 1 s 1,
y1y2u , u s d B , where B s 1 y ¤ ,Ž . Ž .i j i j j j j
2Ž .
x , yy9 s x , y x , y9 , xx9, y s x , y x9, y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 2 1 2
The tensor product $ f m $ f [ $ f m $ f as vector spaces is equipped with
Ž .Ž . y< y <? < x 9 <Ž .an algebra structure given by x m y x9 m y9 s ¤ xx9 m yy9 for
homogeneous x, y, x9, y9. There is a unique algebra homomorphism
r : $ f “ $ f m $ f, u ‹ u m 1 q 1 m u .i i i
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 4 Ž .We can define another symmetric bilinear form ?, ? : $ f = $ f “ Q ¤
w xsimilarly to 7, 1.2.10
 4  41, 1 s 1, u , u s d B , x , yy9 s x , y x , y9 4 Ž . Ž .Ýi j i j j Ž1. Ž2.
y Ž . Ž .for x, y, y9 g $ f, where : Q ¤ “ Q ¤ is the Q-algebra involution
y1 Ž .given by ¤ ‹ ¤ and r x \ Ý x m x . For the standard values B sŽ1. Ž2. j
Ž y2 .y1 w x1 y ¤ and homogeneous elements x, y g $ f we have 7, 1.2.11j
< <tr x y < x <? < y < r2 4x , y s y1 ¤ ¤ x , s y , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y< x <
where s : $ f “ $ f opp denotes the algebra isomorphism given by u ‹ u .i i
Ž .For other values of the B the sides of 3 differ by non-zero factorsj
< < < <depending on x and y and the B .j
Ž . Ž Ž ..Let I be the left radical of ?, ? cf. 1 }this coincides with the left
 4 Ž .radical of ?, ? by 3 }and we define f s $ frI. The natural map $ f “ f
induces a direct sum decomposition f s [ f , where f is the image of $ f .n n nn
So f becomes a graded algebra and r induces an algebra homomorphism
Žf “ f m f we define the algebra structures on f m f, fmf as on $ f m $ f,
.$ fm$ f .
Ž t . Ž . t w x!For any t g Z, let u in $ f or f be defined as u r t if t G 0 and as 0i i i
Ž w x.if t - 0 cf. 7, Paragraph 1.4.1 .
w x Ž . Ž  4 .By 5 , the left radical of ?, ? and of ?, ? , too does not depend on the
values of the B as far as they do not vanish. But we do not set just B s 1j j
Ž .for all j which would make notation easier , because some arguments are
Ž y2 .y1based on the special values B s 1 y ¤ . But all obtained results willj j
be true for the simpler values B s 1, too.j
An important result is that I is the two-sided ideal of f generated by the
elements
t Ž t . Žu.y1 u u uŽ .Ý i j i
² :tqus1y i , j9
w xfor all distinct i, j g I 7, Corollary 33.1.5 .
1.3. Quantized En¤eloping Algebra
Ž ² : . Ž .Assume that a root datum Y, X, , , . . . of type I, ? is given. We
consider the quantized enveloping algebra U defined by the generators Km
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Ž . Ž .m g Y , E , F i g I subject to the relationsi i
K s 1, K K s K for m , m g Y ,Ä0 m m mqmÄ Ä
K E s ¤ ² m , i9:E K , K F s ¤y² m , i9:F K for i g I , m g Y ,m i i m m i i m
p9 Ž p. Ž p9.y1 E E E s 0 for i / j in I ,Ž .Ý i j i
² :pqp9s1y i , j9
p9 Ž p. Ž p9.y1 F F F s 0 for i / j in I ,Ž .Ý i j i
² :pqp9s1y i , j9
Ä ÄK y Ki yi
E F y F E s d for i , j g I.i j j i i j y1¤ y ¤i i
ÄŽ w xFor any element n s Ýn i g Z I , we set K s P K , and for eachi n i Ž i? i r2.n iiŽ t . t w x! Ž t . t w x!i g I and t g Z define E s E r t , F s F r t for t G 0 and 0 fori i i i i i
.t - 0.
Ž q. ŽThere are imbeddings of algebras f “ U x ‹ x with image denoted
q. Ž y. Ž y.by U and f “ U x ‹ x with image denoted by U such that
E s uq, F s uy. Let U0 be the subalgebra of U generated by the K fori i i i m
Ž Ž .. Ž .m g Y it is the group algebra of Y over Q ¤ . The Q ¤ -linear map
t: f m U0 m f “ U, given by u m K m w ‹ uqK wy is an isomorphismm m
w x q y7, 3.2.4 and called triangular decomposition. The subalgebras U and U
are called triangular parts.
There is a Hopf algebra structure on U given by
Ä ÄD E s E m 1 q K m E , D F s F m K q 1 m F ,Ž . Ž .j j j j j j yj j
« E s « F s 0,Ž . Ž .j j
Ä ÄS E s yK E , S F s yF K for all j g I ,Ž . Ž .j yj j j j j
D K s K m K , « K s 1, S K s K for m g Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m m m ym
Define the algebra maps
q q Ä qj : f m f “ U m U, x m y ‹ x K m y ,< y <
y y yÄj : fmf “ U m U, x m y ‹ x m K yy< x <
q q y yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .for homogeneous x, y g f. Then j r x s D x , j r x s D x for all
w xx g f 7, 3.1.5 .
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1.4. Action of the Braid Group
Define the algebra automorphisms T X of U for e s "1, i g I on thei, e
w xalgebra generators as follows 7, 37.1.3
X Ä X ÄT E s yK F , T F s yE K ,Ž . Ž .i , e i ei i i , e i i yei
rX er Ž r . Ž s.T E s y1 ¤ E E E for j / i ,Ž .Ž . Ýi , e j i i j i
² :rqssy i , j9
rX yer Ž r . Ž s.T F s y1 ¤ F F F for j / i ,Ž .Ž . Ýi , e j i i j i
² :rqssy i , j9
T X K s K .Ž .i , e m my² m , i9: i
Ž .If I, ? is of finite type then there exist n g N and i , . . . , i g I such1 n
q Ž q.that U has a basis b wherek c
bq s EŽc1.T X EŽc2 . ??? T X T X ??? T X EŽcn.Ž . Ž .c i i , y1 i i , y1 i , y1 i , y1 i1 1 2 1 2 ny1 n
Ž . nfor various sequences c s c , . . . , c g N . Using the triangular decom-1 n 0
Ž . w xposition, this corresponds to a basis b of f 7, 40.2.2 .c
1.5. The Integral Form
w y1 xWe define a Hopf subalgebra U over A s Z ¤ , ¤ , generated byA
EŽ t ., F Ž t ., K for i g I, m g Y, t g N , and the A-subalgebra f, generatedi i m 0 A
by u Ž t . for i g I, t g N . Let U" be the A-subalgebras of U generatedi 0 A A
by the EŽ t . and F Ž t ., respectively, and U0 the subalgebra generated by thei i A
elements K for m g Y andm
cq1ys sycy1t Ä ÄK ¤ y K ¤Ä i i yi iK ; ci s ,Ł s ys¤ y ¤ss1t i i
for c g Z, t g N . There is an important identity for these elements,0
Ä Ä ÄK ; c K ; c q 1 K ; cyt yŽcq1. y1i i iÄy ¤ s y¤ K 4Ž .i i i
t t t y 1
w Ž .xfor all c g Z, t g N, cf. 9, Eq. 6.4 b4 . The coalgebra structure is given
Ž w x.by cf. 3, Theorem 3.2; 8, Proposition 4.8
ÄÄ Ä ÄK ; 0K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; c cya bii i iÄ ÄD s K m K , « s . 5Ž .Ý i i n in a nbaqbsn
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The triangular decomposition of U induces a decomposition of U,A
t : f m U0 m f “ U, x m y m z ‹ xqyzyA A A A
Ž .is an isomorphism of A-modules. If I, ? is of finite type, then the
Ž . q q Ž wQ ¤ -basis of U as in Subsection 1.4 is an A-basis of U cf. 9,A
x.Theorem 6.7 .
1.6. Restricted Specialization and Frobenius]Lusztig Kernels
 4Now let k be a field and q g k _ 0 an arbitrary element. k is an
A-algebra via ¤ ‹ q. For each A-algebra T let T s T m k. Then U isA k A A k
called the restricted specialization of U. The triangular decomposition of UA
induces a triangular decomposition of U.k
If q is a root of unity, the subalgebra of U, generated by E , F , K fork i i m
i g I, m g Y is called the Frobenius]Lusztig kernel and is denoted by uÄ
Ž w x.this definition slightly differs from 9, Paragraph 8.2 . The triangular
decomposition of U induces a decomposition of u.Äk
2. AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION OF THE
FROBENIUS]LUSZTIG KERNELS
The most interesting ingredients of the quantized enveloping algebras
are the upper and lower triangular parts Uq and Uy, which are described
by the algebra f. In Lusztig's definition, the relations between the genera-
Ž .tors are hidden in the condition that the bilinear form ?, ? on f should be
non-degenerate.
In this section, similar alternative definitions for the triangular parts of
U, U, u will be investigated. The first problem arises in U, because theÄA k A
Ž . w xrestriction of ?, ? does not take values in A: In 7, 1.4.4 it has been
Ž Ž t . Ž t .. tŽ ty1.r2Ž . tŽw x! .y1 Ž .shown that u , u s ¤ u , u t . Even if B s u , u doesj j j j j j j j j
Ž y2 .y1not take the value 1 y ¤ but values in A, it cannot be chosen suchj
t w x!that B r j belongs to A for all t g N. It turns out to be convenient toj t
further restrict the bilinear form in the second argument, and f will beA
described in a similar fashion as f.
After tensoring with k, a similar description can be given for a certain
quotient of f. The algebra f is not always equal to this quotient, but ak k
necessary condition on the order of q can be given which turns out to be
sufficient in the case of Cartan data of finite type.
When f can be described in the alternative way, its restriction to thek
triangular part of the Frobenius]Lusztig kernel gives the desired alterna-
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tive description. It turns out to be just the analogue of the original
Ž .definition of f performed when the ground field Q ¤ is formally replaced
by k and ¤ by q. Some weaker condition on the order of q is necessary for
this description which turns out to be sufficient in the case of Cartan data
of finite type.
2.1. An Alternati¤e Description of fA
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f and X f be the A-subalgebras of f and $ f,A A
respectively, which are generated by the elements u Ž r . for j g I, r g N .j 0
X Ä XLet f be the A-subalgebra of f which is generated by the elementsA A
Ä y1u s u B for j g I. The comultiplication r on $ f induces a comultiplica-j j j
X X Ätion on f, f, f.A A A
X X ÄŽ . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. a For all x g f and y g f we ha¤e x, y g A.A A
X ÄŽ . Ž .b For all x, y g f we ha¤e x, y g A.A
Ž . X Ž r .Proof. a Since f is generated as an A-algebra by the elements uA i
for i g I, r g N and the comultiplication r on $ f induces a comultiplica-0
X Ä Ž p.Ž .tion on f, it suffices by 2 to show the desired property for x s u . WeA i
can further assume that y is homogeneous of same degree as x, whence it
Äp w xis a multiple of u . But by 7, 1.4.4 ,i
!Ž p. p Ž p. Ž p. yp pŽ py1.r2Ä w xu , u s u , u B p s ¤ g A.Ž .Ž . ji i i i j j
X XÄŽ . Ž .b This follows from a , since f ; f.A A
X X ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..Let I be the left radical of ?, ? : f = f “ A cf. 1 .A A A
Ž . XPROPOSITION 2.3. a I s f l I.A A
Ž . X Ž r . Ž r .b The canonical map f : f “ f gi¤en by u ‹ u , induces anA A i i
isomorphism X fr I ( f. Therefore these algebras can be identified.A A A
a X ÄŽ .Proof. a For each element y g $ f an element y g f and a scalarA
Ž .  4 Xa g Q ¤ _ 0 can be chosen such that y s a y. Then for all x g f they y A
Ž .following holds, since Q ¤ is a field:
X a X Ä ax g I m ; y g f: x , y s 0 m ; y g f: x , y s 0Ž . Ž .A
m x g I .A
Ž .b The canonical map f is well-defined and surjective. It induces an
injective map X fr I “ f because f is the image of X f under the canoni-A A A A A
Ž . Xcal projection $ f “ $ frI, and a implies for all x g f,A
f x s 0 m x g I lX f m x g I .Ž . A A
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 4 Ž .Remark 2.4. We can restrict the bilinear form ?, ? : $ f = $ f “ Q ¤ to
X X Ä Ž .a bilinear form f = f “ A, too. It has the same left radical I by 3 .A A A
2.2. A Description of fk
 4As in Subsection 1.6, let k be a field and q g k _ 0 arbitrary. k is an
A-module via ¤ ‹ q. Following the conventions in Subsection 1.6, define
X Ä X Ä X X X X Äf s f m k, f s f m k, f s f m k. The bilinear form f = f “ Ak A A k A A k A A A A
induces a bilinear form
X X Äf = f “ k , x a , y b [ x , y abŽ .m m mk k ž /
A A A
X X Ä X X ÄŽ .for x g f, y g f, a , b g k. Let I be the left radical of ?, ? : f = f “ k.A A k k k
X X Ä 4Using Remark 2.4, we get an analogue of ?, ? on f = f. This bilineark k
Ž . j? jr2 y1form has the same left radical by 3 . Let q s q and assume B m 1j j
y1Ž ./ 0 in A m k for all j g I then automatically B m 1 / 0 . Note that kj
need not necessarily admit an involution which maps q to qy1.
A general argument shows that X fr I is a quotient of f:k k k
PROPOSITION 2.5. The canonical projection p : X f “X fr I induces ak k k k
surjection c : f “X fr I.k k k
X X Ä X ÄŽ .Proof. The bilinear form ?, ? : f = f “ A factors through f = f andA A A A
X Ä Êinduces a bilinear form f = f. If I denotes the left radical of the latterk k k
X Êbilinear form, then we have the natural isomorphism fr I ( fr I. Thisk k k k
shows the existence of c .
If k were a flat module over A, we could use general arguments to show
Žthat c was injective. But k is not torsion free over A and consequently
.not flat , therefore other methods have to be applied. We give a necessary
and sufficient condition for c to be injective.
DEFINITION 2.6. We say that q fits to f if one of the equivalentk
conditions holds:
X ÄŽ . Ž .a The left radical of the bilinear form ?, ? : f = f “ k vanishes.k k
X ÄŽ .  4b The left radical of the bilinear form ?, ? : f = f “ k vanishes.k k
Ž . Xc The canonical map c : f “ fr I is injective.k k k
LEMMA 2.7. Fix n g N and p, p9, u, u9 g N such that p q p9 s u q0 0
u9 s n. Choose distinct i, j g I.
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Ž .a The following equations hold in $ f
u Ž p.u u Ž p9. , u Žu.u u Žu9.Ž .i j i i j i
s ¤ uŽuq1.r2qu9Žu9q1.r2B nBi i j
¤ys Žuy1.q t 9Žu9y1.¤ Ž t 9qs.Ž i? jqŽny1. i? i r2.i
= Ý ! ! ! !w x w x w x w xt t9 s s9tqssu , t 9qs9su9 i i i i
tqt 9sp , sqs9sp9
or equi¤alently
Ž p. Ž p9. ÄuÄ Äu9u u u , u u ui j i i j iž /
s ¤ uŽuq1.r2qu9Žu9q1.r2i
u u9ys Žuy1.q t 9Žu9y1. Ž t 9qs.Ž i? jqŽny1. i? i r2.= ¤ ¤ .Ý i t t9i itqssu , t 9qs9su9
tqt 9sp , sqs9sp9
Ž .b If moreo¤er n ) 0, then
sqs9 u u9ys Žuy1.y t 9Žu9y1.y1 ¤ s 0.Ž .Ý i t t9i itqssu , t 9qs9su9
tqt 9sp , sqs9sp9
Ž . w x Ž . wProof. Part a has been shown in 7, Lemma 1.4.5 , and b in 7,
xParagraph 1.4.6 .
PROPOSITION 2.8. If q fits to f then for all distinct i, j g I the order or q2k i
² :is greater than y i, j9 .
Proof. For i ? j s 0, nothing has to be proved. Now assume i ? j / 0.
All relations between u and u in f are generated by the quantum Serrei j
relations
p9 Ž p. Ž p9.y1 u u u s 0,Ž .Ý i j i
² :pqp9s1y i , j9
6Ž .
p9 Ž p. Ž p9.y1 u u u s 0.Ž .Ý j i j
² :pqp9s1y j , i9
Since f is a graded algebra, the elements u Ž p.u u Ž p9., where p q p9 Fi j i
² :y i, j9 , are linearly independent in f: From i ? j / 0 follows p q p9 G 2,
Ž .therefore no multiple of the second relation in 6 can give linear relations
² : Ž p. Ž p9.between these elements. For fixed m F y i, j9 , the elements u u ui j i
such that p q p9 s m, clearly form an A-basis of f , thus they giveA miqj
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rise to a k-basis of f . Now assume that there is an integer n withk miqj
² : 2Ž1y² i, j9:yn. 21 F n F y i, j9 and q s 1 or equivalently D s 1 for D [i
q i? jqŽny1. i? i r2. Then we have in X fr I,k k
p9Ž p. Ž p9.u u u m yD s 0.Ž .Ý i j i
pqp9sn
Ž .Proof. It suffices to show that this element is orthogonal under ?, ? to
ÄuÄ Äu9 u9 Žu u u m D for any u, u9 such that u q u9 s n these elements spani j i
X . aŽ i? jqŽny1. i? i r2. af . Note that for all integers a, ¤ m 1 s 1 m D in k.k jqni
Now
p9Ž p. Ž p9. u u9 u9Ä Ä Äu u u m yD , u u u m DŽ .Ý i j i i j iž /
pqp9sn
p9u u9ys Žuy1.y t 9Žu9y1. u9 t 9qss ¤ m yD D DŽ .Ý i t t9i ipqp9sn
s , s9 , t , t 9
sqs9qt 9sqs9 u u9ys Žuy1.y t 9Žu9y1. 2s y1 ¤ m D s 0Ž . Ž .Ý i t t9 ^ ‘ _i ipqp9sn
s , s9 , t , t 9 s 1
Žusing Lemma 2.7 the ranges of summation for s, s9, t, t9 are the same as in
. XLemma 2.7 . Therefore the canonical map c : f “ fr I maps somek k k
linearly independent elements of f to linearly dependent elements ofk
X fr I whence c is not injective.k k
In the case of Cartan data of finite type this necessary condition is
sufficient.
Ž .LEMMA 2.9. Assume I, ? is of finite type. If for all distinct i, j g I the
2 ² :order of q is greater than y i, j9 , then q fits to f.i k
Ž q. qProof. Consider the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt type basis b of UÂ c k
Ž .from Subsection 1.5 tensored with k . There is an orthogonality relation
for the corresponding elements of f for the standard value B sj
Ž y2 .y11 y ¤ ,j
n
Žc . Žc .Äs sb , b s u , uŽ . Ł ž /c c i iÄ s s
ss1
Ž .this formula is in general not valid for other values of the B for allj
n Ž q Ž .c, c g N following the notion in Lusztig's book we have b s L h, c, 0, 1Ä 0 c
Ž . w Ž .x.where h s i , i , . . . , i ; h is ``admissible'' due to 7, Proposition 40.2.1 a .1 2 n
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Now define Ew p x [ E pByp ¤yp Ž pq1.r2 and elements b g f such thati i i i A c A
bqs Ewc1 xT X Ewc2 x ??? T X T X ??? T X Ewcn x .Ž . Ž .A c i i , y1 i i , y1 i , y1 i , y1 i1 1 2 1 2 ny1 n
ÄWhen we write b as a polynomial in the u , let h be a lowest commonA c i c
denominator of the coefficients. By definition of the automorphisms T X ,i, y1
it is a product of a positive integer, a power of ¤ , and some factors
Ž 2 p. < <  ² :41 y ¤ where p F max 1, y i, j9 for some i, j g I. Hence by Propo-i
sition 2.8, h m 1 is invertible in k. For each c choose a preimage X b ofc A c
b h under X f “ f with same coefficients and defineA c c A A
X y1 XÄ Äb [ b m 1 h m 1 g f.Ž . Ž .c A c c k
Then we have
Äb , b s d . 7Ž .Ž .c c c , cÄ Ä
From this condition it follows that the elements b m 1 for c g Nn arec 0
linearly independent, and q fits to f.k
This argument requires 1 y qy2 / 0 for all i g I. But this assumption isi
not necessary. We can restrict our attention to an irreducible Cartan
Ž .datum I using arguments as in Theorem 2.14 . If I just contains one0 0
element i, then both f and X fr I have the linear basis u Ž p. m 1 fork k k i
p g N . If I contains at least two elements, then for each i g I there0 0 0
exists j g I such that i ? j F y1. The assumption on the order of q now0
2 y2implies q / 1 and hence 1 y q / 0.i i
2.3. A Description of the Frobenius]Lusztig Kernels
Ä X Ä Ž t .We will abbreviate the algebra generators u B m 1 of f and u m 1 ofj j k j
X Ž y1 .y1 Ž t .f and f and the elements B m 1 of k with u and u and B ,k k j j j j
X Ä Xrespectively, if no confusion arises. Since f is a subalgebra of f, we have ak k
X Ä X Ä Äbilinear form f = f “ k. Let f be the image of the natural algebra mapk k
X Ä y1Ž .f “ f. It is generated by the u because B / 0 in k . This subalgebrak k i i
q y Äis naturally isomorphic to u and u . Let I be the left radical of theÄ Ä k
Ä X Ä X Xinduced pairing on f = f. Since the original bilinear form on f = f isk
X Ä X Ä Ä Äsymmetric, the pairing on f = f even induces a pairing on f = f with samek k
 4left radical. Similar statements hold for the bilinear form ?, ? .
ÄDEFINITION 2.10. We say that q fits to f if one of the equivalent
conditions holds:
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ža The left radical of the bilinear form ?, ? : f = f “ k vanishes or
.the bilinear form is non-degenerate .
Ä ÄŽ .  4 Žb The left radical of the bilinear form ?, ? : f = f “ k vanishes or
.the bilinear form is non-degenerate
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Ä X ÄSince I is contained in the left radical of f = f “ k, we get immedi-k k k
ately:
Ä Ä q yŽ .THEOREM 2.11. a fr I is a quotient algebra of u and u .Ä Äk
ÄŽ .b If q fits to f then q fits to f.k
ÄŽ .c If q fits to f, the upper and lower triangular parts of the
Ž .Frobenius]Lusztig kernel can be described by replacing the ground field Q ¤
by k and substituting the indeterminate ¤ by q in the definition of f in
Subsection 1.2.
We give analogues of Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.9.
Ž . 2 i? jLEMMA 2.12. a For any distinct i, j g I we ha¤e q / 1 if and only
Ä 2 i? jif u u and u u are linearly independent in f. Moreo¤er, if q s 1 theni j j i
i? j Äu u s q u u in f.i j j i
Ä 2 i? jŽ .b If q fits to f then i ? j / 0 implies q / 1 for all distinct i, j g I.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a This follows from u u , u u s u u , u u s B B andi j i j j i j i i j
Ž . Ž . i? ju u , u u s u u , u u s q B B .i j j i j i i j i j
Ž . qb If i ? j / 0 then E E and E E are part of a basis for U . Thusi j j i A
E E m 1 and E E m 1 are linearly independent in Uq and uq. If uq isÄ Äi j j i k
2 i? jÄ Ž .isomorphic to f then a implies q / 1.
If the Cartan datum is of type G , then q need not necessarily fit to f2 k
Äeven if it fits to f:
Ž .  4EXAMPLE 2.13. Assume char k / 2, I s i, j , and 3i ? i s y2 i ? j s
2 i? i 2 j? j Äy2 i ? i s j ? j, q s q s 1. Then q fits to f but does not fit to f.k
Proof. The assumption q2 i? i s q2 j? j s 1 implies u 2 s u 2 s 0 in f ori j k
E2 s E2 s 0 in uq. Therefore uq is linearly spanned by monomialsÄ Äi j
consisting of alternating factors E and E . The algebra automorphisms ofi j
U described in Subsection 1.4 induce algebra automorphisms of U. Thusk
2X 2 e 2 e0 s T E s E E y q E E s E E E E q q E E E E .Ž .Ž .j , e i i j i j i i j i j i j i j i
This implies u u u u s yq2 eu u u u and u u u u u s u u u u u s 0. Now qi j i j i j i j i i j i j i j i j i j
Ä Äfits to f because u u u u / 0 in f, fori j i j
u u u u , u u u u s B2B2 1 q qŽ iqj.? jq i? j s 2 B2B2 / 0.Ž .Ž .i j i j i j i j i j i j
2 2² : Ž .Finally, i, j9 s y3 and q s 1 imply that q does not fit to f.i k
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.14. If char k / 2, I, ? is of finite type, and if i ? j - 0
2 i? j Äimplies q / 1 for all distinct i, j g I, then q fits to f.
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Ž .Proof. a We show that it suffices to consider an irreducible Cartan
Çdatum. Assume that there is a partition I s I j I such that i ? j s 0 for1 2
Ã Äall i g I , j g I . Let f be the quotient of f by the left radical of the1 2
Ä Ä Ãbilinear form f = f “ k. We have u u s u u for i g I , j g I in f and f.i j j i 1 2
Ã Ã Ã  4Let f and f be the subalgebras of f with generators u ‹ i g I and1 2 i 1
 4u ‹ i g I , respectively, and u and u the correspondingÄ Äi 2 1 2
Frobenius]Lusztig kernels. Direct calculation shows for all x , y g1 1
Ã Ã Ž . Ž .Ž .f , x , y g f , x x , y y s x , y x , y , and1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
Ã Ã Ãf m f “ f, x m x ‹ x x1 2 1 2 1 2
is an isomorphism of k-algebras.
Ã ÃNow assume that q fits to f and to f . We have E E s E E for all1 2 i j j i
i g I , j g I . Therefore there is an algebra surjection1 2
qq q q q qÃ Ã Ãf ( f m f ( u m u “ u , x x ‹ x m x ‹ x m x ‹ x x .Ž .Ä Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
q ÃŽ .By Theorem 2.11 a there is a canonical algebra surjection of u to fÄ
q Ã Äbeing the inverse of this map. Thus u ( f, and q fits to f.Ä
Ž .b It suffices to prove the assertion for irreducible Cartan data by Part
Ž . Ž .a . If q fits to f, nothing has to be proved by Theorem 2.11 b . Choosek
Ä 2 i? jdistinct i, j g I with i ? j - 0. Since q fits to f, we have q / 1, hence
2² i, j9: ² :q / 1. Consequently, if i, j9 G y2 for all distinct i, j g I, then qi
fits to f. If this inequality is not always true, then I must be of type G :k 2
 4I s i, j and 3i ? i s y2 i ? j s y2 j ? i s j ? j. If q does not fit to f, wek
2 i? i 2 j? j ÄŽ .have q s 1 and q s 1 , and q fits to f by Example 2.13.
Ž . w xRemark 2.15. a In Lusztig's original definition 9, Paragraph 8.2 the
Frobenius]Lusztig kernels are bigger in the case of Example 2.13, because
Ž .not all generators part of the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt basis are con-Â
tained in the subalgebra generated by the E , F , K for i g I, m g Y.i i m
ÄTherefore using this definition, q fits to f if and only if it fits to f.k
ÄŽ .b If q fits to f, then the triangular parts of the Frobenius]Lusztig
w xkernels satisfy a universal property similar to f, as described in 13, 14 .
There is a similar result for the non-restricted specialization for alge-
Ž w x.braic q, which is not a root of unity cf. 2, 9.2 .
THEOREM 2.16. If q is not a root of unity and I is of finite type then the
triangular parts of the non-restricted specialization of U can be described by
Ž .replacing the ground field Q ¤ by k and substituting the indeterminate ¤ by q
in the definition of f in Subsection 1.2.
Proof. The arguments above do not require q to be a root of unity. If q
is not a root of 1, then U and its subalgebra generated by E , F , K fork i i m
i g I, m g Y are canonically isomorphic to the non-restricted specializa-
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tion of U. Obviously q fits to f and the triangular parts can be describedk
as above.
3. CORADICAL FILTRATIONS
The alternative description of the triangular parts of U and u can beÄk
used to compute the coradical filtrations of these Hopf algebras, adapting
w xan argument of Takeuchi 17 .
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra o¤er k and a , b , c be ¤ector
subspaces, which are N -graded. Assume there is an isomorphism of ¤ector0
spaces
t : a m b m c “ H , a m b m c ‹ abc. 8Ž .
Hence H is a N3 graded ¤ector space with homogeneous components0
H [ t a m b m cŽ .x y z x y z
for x, y, z g N . Assume that H is generated by group-like elements.0 000
Furthermore assume that there are maps
r : a “ a m a , j : a m a “ H m Ha a
such that for all a g a , D a s j r aŽ . Ž .a a
and
r a ; a m a . 9Ž . Ž .Ýa x x 9 x 0 a
x9qx 0 Fx
Assume that
r proj.a 6
f : a “ a m a a m a is injecti¤e for x G 1, 10Ž .a x 1 xy1 a
r proj.a 6
g : a “ a m a a m a is injecti¤e for all x . 11Ž .a x 0 x a
Similar conditions are assumed for b and c. Assume that for all x, x, y, y,
z, z g N ,0
a m a m b m b m c m c “ H m Hx x y y z z x y z x y z
12Ž .
a m a m b m b m g m g ‹ j a m a j b m b j g m gŽ . Ž .Ž .a b c
is an isomorphism of ¤ector spaces.
Ž .Then H is pointed and its coradical filtration H is gi¤en byn
H s H . 13Ž .[n x y z
xqyqzFn
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Conditions 9 and 12 imply that the filtration 13 is a coalge-
bra filtration, hence the coradical is contained in H , but H is000 000
generated by group-like elements, and H is pointed. It is shown by
Ž .induction on n, that the filtration 13 is the coradical filtration. This is
true for n s 0. We assume n ) 0 and the statement is true for n y 1. Let
w x Ž .h g H . By definition 15, 9.1 , we have D h g H m H q H m H .n 0 ny1
Since H and H are graded vector spaces by the induction hypothesis,ny1 0
we may assume that h is homogeneous: h g H for certain x, y, z g N .x y z 0
Ž .It follows that D h is contained in the direct sum of all H m Hx y z x y y1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . 3over all x , y , z , x , y , z g N such that1 1 1 2 2 2 0
x q x F x , y q y F y , z q z F z ;1 2 1 2 1 2
x s y s z s 0 or x q y q z - n. 14Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
The latter condition follows from the induction hypothesis. Assume that
x q y q z ) n; we have only to show h s 0. We assume x ) 0 first. The
tensor product of the injective maps
f : a “ a m a by 10Ž .a x 1 xy1 a
g : b “ b m b by 11Ž .b y 0 y b
g : c “ c m c by 11Ž .c z 0 z c
is injective. Then also the map
proj.D
f : H “ H m H “ H m Hx y z 100 xy1, y , z
is injective, because the diagram
r mr mr proj. a m a m ba b c a m a m b 1 xy1 06 6a m b m cx y z mb m c m cmb m c m c y 0 z
6 6 6
j j j j j jt a b c a b c
proj.D 6 6H H m H H m Hx y z 100 xy1, y, z
Ž .commutes and t and j j j are bijective. Comparison with 14 yields thata b c
Ž .the component of D h in H m H is zero. This shows h s 0. The100 xy1, y, z
cases y ) 0 and z ) 0 are similar.
0 Ä 0 ÄWe will apply this proposition to U ( f m U m f and u ( f m u m f.Ä Äk k k k
We define a suitable gradation on U0. In the following, i, j always denotek
elements of I.
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ÄŽ .DEFINITION]LEMMA 3.2. Let char k s 0 and Y be a set of representa-
i ? i
ti¤es of the cosets of Ý Z i in Y.i 2
Ä0 d K ; 0iÄ iŽ .a U has an A-basis consisting of the elements K P K ,A m i i ci
Ä 4where c g N , d g 0, 1 for all i g I, m g Y.i 0 i
Ä0 sK ; 0 iiŽ .  w x 4 w 4xb U has a basis P ‹ s g N o¤er R [ k K ‹ m g Y ,k i i 0 ml i
where l is the order of q2.i i
Ž . 0c Define an N -gradation on the ¤ector space b s U by0 k
siÄK ; 0ib s R .[n lÝs sn ii
Then
D b ; b m b 15Ž . Ž .Ýn n9 n0
n9qn0 Fn
and the following maps are injecti¤e:
D proj. 6
p : b “ b m b b m b for n ) 0 16Ž .1 n 1 ny1
proj.D 6
p : b “ b m b b m b . 17Ž .0 n 0 n
Ž . w Ž .xProof. a This follows from 9, Theorem 6.7 c .
Ž . Ž . 0b The basis in a , tensored with k, gives a basis of U . The assertionk
is obviously equivalent to the statement that U0 also has a k-basisk
siÄK ; 0it iÄ ÄK K m g Y , 0 F t - 2 lŁm i i½ 5li i
Ä Äbecause K has order 2 l . For any fixed m g Y, the vector space spannedi i
by
cÄ iK ; 0d iiÄ  4K K , where F n , d g 0, 1Ł Ým i ic lii ii
Ž ? @note that x denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to the real
.number x contains the elements
siÄK ; 0it iÄK K ,Łm i li i
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where Ýs F n, 0 F t - 2 l . This has the same number of elements asi i i
< I < < <n q I y 1Ž . Ž .above, namely 2 l . In order to show that these elements spani n
ÄK ; 0iw xthe vector space, it suffices to prove that the elements can beci
obtained for c F nl . Let c g N . Write c s a l q b with a , b g Ni i i 0 i i 0
such that b F l y 1. Then the equationi
Ä Ä ÄK ; 0 K ; 0 K ; rr q si i isr ir q s r s
in U for all r, s g N together with identities for Gaussian binomialA 0
coefficients at roots of unity yields
ay11 ÄÄÄ K ; slK ; a lK ; 0 i ii ii s " Łc a ! lbi ss0 i
Ž w xin U cf. 19, 8.4 , because there is a similar underlying relationk
Ž rqs. r q s Ž r . Ž s.w x .E s E E . The first factor is a linear combination of group-i i i ir
Ž .likes, and the factors of the product can be modified using 4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .c Condition 15 follows from 5 . For each monomial
siÄK ; 0it iÄL s K KŁm li i
ÄŽ .m g Y , the projections can be computed directly
Ät iyl i s ip L s K K m L,Ž . Ł0 m i
i
s ydi i jÄ ÄK ; 0 K ; 0j it yŽ s yd . l l ti i i j i j iÄ Ä Äp L s K s K m K K K .Ž . Ý Ł Ł1 m j i m j il lž /igI igIj ij: s )0j
Ž .Hence b ensures that the contributions of linearly independent monomi-
als are linearly independent.
Ž .Remark 3.3. If p [ char k ) 0 then a similar statement can be
proved. Then U0 has a basisk
si j¡ ƒÄK ; 0i~ ¥s F pŁŁ i jj¢ §l pi j i
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over R and
si jÄK ; 0i
b s R[n jj l pÝ p s sn ii , j i j
Ž . Ž .satisfies the desired properties 15 ] 17 . The proof uses
jq1 jq1 jÄ1Ä K ; p arp q lp lÄ Ž .K ; a lK ; 0 i ii ii s " Ł Ł jc s !b l pi j lFsj j i
j Ž wwhere c s a l q b , 0 F b - l , a s Ý p s , and s - p cf. 19, Lemmai i i j j j
x .8.4 ; the signature is complicated and unnecessary .
LEMMA 3.4. The maps
r proj. proj.r6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä Äp : f “ f m f f m f , p : f “ f m f f m fÄ0 n 0 n 0 k n k k k 0 k n
and
proj. proj.r r6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄÄp : f “ fmf f m f , p : f “ fm f f m f0 n 0 n 0 k n k k k 0 k n
are injecti¤e. Now assume n / 0. If q fits to f, the mapsk
proj.r 6Ä Ä Ä Ä Äp : f “ f m f f m f ,Ä [1 n n 9 n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
tr n 9s1
r proj. 6Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄÄp : f “ fmf f m f[1 n n 9 n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
tr n 9s1
Äare injecti¤e, and if q fits to f, the maps
r proj. 6
p : f “ f m f f m f ,[1 k n k k k n 9 k n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
tr n 9s1
r proj. 6
p : f “ fm f f m f[1 k n k k k n 9 k n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
tr n 9s1
are injecti¤e.
Proof. Let x g f be in the kernel of p , choose n X, n 0 such thatk n 1
X Ä X Ä Ž .n 9 q n 0 s n , tr n 9 s 1, and y g f , z g f . Then x, yz sk n 9 k n 0
Ž .Ž .Ý x , y x , z s 0, since the homogeneous components are orthogonal1 2
X Ä X Ä X ÄŽ .under ?, ? . Since f is the sum of all f f where n 9 q n 0 s n ,k n k n 9k n 0
X Ätr n s 1, x is orthogonal to all elements of f, hence vanishes. A similark
Äargument holds for p . The proof for p and p is similar, because the leftÄ1 1 1
 4 Ž .radical of the bilinear form ?, ? is the same as of ?, ? . The maps p , p ,0 0
Äp , and p are given by x ‹ 1 m x, hence the first assertion is trivial.Ä0 0
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Ž .THEOREM 3.5. a If q fits to f, the coradical filtration of U is gi¤en byk k
U s t f m b m f ,Ž . Ž .Ýk k g m k nn
tr gqmqtr nFn
Ž . 0where b is the gradation on U as in Definition]Lemma 3.2 or Remarkm k
3.3. In particular,
ÄK ; 0iU s RF q E R q R q R ,Ž . Ý Ý Ýk i i1 l ii i i
where R is generated by all group-like elements K for m g Y.m
Ä 2Ž .b If q fits to f and q / 1 for all i g I, the coradical filtration of u isÄi
gi¤en by
Ä 0 Äu s t f m u m f ,Ž .Ä ÄÝn g nž /
tr gqtr nFn
hence
u s u 0 q E u 0 q u 0F and u s u ??? u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄÝ Ý1 n 1 1i i ^ ‘ _i i
n times
Proof. We establish the assumptions of Proposition 3.1. In case of U,k
0take a s c s f as algebras, b s U , r s r, r s r, r s D, j and j arek k a c b a c
induced from jq and jy, and j is the identity. Define the gradations onb
a , c by
a s c s fÝn n k n
tr nsn
and the gradation on b as in Definition]Lemma 3.2 or Remark 3.3. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .the assertions 9 , 10 , 11 for a , b , c follow from Definition]Lemma 3.2,
Remark 3.3, and Lemma 3.4 or are trivial.
Ä 0 2 0ŽIn case of u , take a s c s f as algebras, b s u since q / 1, u isÄ Ä Äi
.generated by group-like elements, see remark below , let r , r , r , j , j , ja b c a b c
be the restrictions of the corresponding maps for U. The gradations on a ,k
Ž . Ž . Ž .c are defined as above, and b s b . Then 9 , 10 , 11 are trivial, and0 b b b
the assertions for a , c follow from Lemma 3.4.
Ž .The triangular decompositions for U and u give 8 . It remains to showÄk
Ž .12 . The map on U m U,
jq id m id jy: f m f m U0 m U0 m f m f “ U m U,Ž .
given by
q yXq yÄ Äx m x9 m y m y9 m z m z9 ‹ x K yz m x9 y K z9Ž . Ž .< x 9 < y < z <
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for homogeneous x, x9, z, z9 g f and y, y9 g U0, is bijective, since the
triangular decomposition is bijective and compatible with the gradation on
U given by t. This bijection can be restricted to a bijection
f m f m U0 m U0 m f m f “ U m U,A A A A A A A A
which gives the desired bijection for U and can be restricted to the desiredk
bijection for u.Ä
Remark 3.6. If q2 s 1 then u 0 does not only consist of group-likeÄi
elements, because it contains
ÄK ; 0iE F y F E s .i i i i
1
The coradical filtration of the subalgebra of U can still be described ask
Ž . Ž . 2u s U l u. Lemma 4.1 below shows that q s 1 may happen only ifÄ Än k n i
Ž .I, ? has an irreducible component containing just i. Using Theorem 2.16,
we obtain the coradical filtration of the non-restricted specialization for
w xalgebraic q as conjectured in 1 .
4. FACTOR BIALGEBRAS OF uÄ
ŽWe describe the bi-ideals of u for irreducible Cartan data each bi-idealÄ
Ä.of a pointed Hopf algebra is a Hopf ideal . Assume that q fits to f. We
Änote an import ant conclusion from the fact that q fits to f:
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let I, ? be an irreducible Cartan datum. Then for distinct
i, j g I there exists a sequence i s i , i , . . . , i s j in I such that q2 i p? i pq 1 / 11 2 n
for p s 1, . . . , n y 1. Moreo¤er, if I contains more than 1 element, then
qi? i / 1 for all i g I.
Proof. The first statement follows from the definition of irreducible
Ž .Cartan data together with Lemma 2.12 b . The second statement follows
Žfrom i ? i ‹ 2 i ? j for all j g I in particular, there is j g I such that
.i ? j - 0 .
w xThe following theorem generalizes 18, Theorem 6.4.3 .
Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let I, ? be an irreducible Cartan datum and assume that
Ä 2 i? i  4q fits to f and moreo¤er q / 1 if I s i . Then all Hopf ideals of the
Frobenius]Lusztig kernel u are generated by elements g y 1 for centralÄ
Ä2group-likes g or contain E , F , K y 1 for all i g I.i i i
Proof. Let J be a bi-ideal of the Frobenius]Lusztig kernel.
Ä2Ž .a If E g J or F g J or K y 1 g J for some i g I or K y 1 g Ji i i
for a non-central group-like element K, then J contains all elements E ,j
Ä2F , K y 1 for j g I.j j
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Proof. If there exists a non-central group-like element K of u suchÄ
Žthat K y 1 g J then there is i g I such that E K / KE and equivalentlyi i
.  4F K / KF , in particular E K s s KE for some s g k _ 1 , whencei i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .s y 1 E s E K y 1 y s K y 1 E g J. If there exists i g I such thati i i
E g J or F g J theni i
Ä Äy1 y1 Ä2K y K s q y q E F y F E g J « K y 1 g J ,Ž .Ž .i i i i i i i i i
2 Ä2because q / 1. If there exists i g I such that K y 1 g J then for alli i
j g I such that q2 i? j / 1 we have
Ä2 2 i? j Ä2 Ä2 Ä2 y2 i? j Ä2 Ä2K E s q E K / E K , K F s q F K / F K ,i j j i j i i j j i j i
whence E , F g J. We obtain the result by repeating this argument usingj j
Lemma 4.1, because the Cartan datum is irreducible.
Ž . Ž .b Now suppose that the assertions of a are not satisfied. Define
 0 4 Ž 4.G9 [ g g u ‹ g y 1 g J and let H [ ur g y 1 ‹ g g G9 . Let p :Ä Ä
u “ H, x ‹ x be the canonical surjection. p induces a bialgebra mapÄ
f : H “ urJ, which is surjective by definition. f is injective if it isÄ
winjective on the group-like and skew-primitive elements 10, Theorem
x5.3.1 . By definition of G9, the map f is injective on the group-like
elements. Fix i g I and define
Ä Ä Ä ÄJ [ j g I K K g G9 s j g I K s K .½ 5 ½ 5i i yj i j
Ä Äy1 Ä Äy1In particular for all h g I and j g J , it follows from E K K s K K Ei h i j i j h
that
q h? j s q h? i. 18Ž .
Ž .It suffices to investigate the injectivity on the sets of 1, K -primitive
0 Ä Ž .elements for K g u . By Theorem 3.5, for K [ K the set of 1, K -primi-Ä i
tives is given by
Äk 1 y K q kE q kF K .Ž . Ý Ýj j j
jgJ jgJi i
Ž .Assume f Ý c E s 0 for some c g k for j g J . Then for all h g Jjg J j j j i ii
we have
y10 s q y q f c E F y F c EŽ . Ý Ýh h j j h h j jž / ž /ž /
jgJ jgJi i
y1 y1Ä Äs q y q f E F2 a-y y F E s c f K y K .Ž .Ž . Ý ž /h h j h h j h h h
jgJi
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Ä2 y1Now K y 1 f J and q y q / 0 imply c s 0. A similar argumenth h h h
Äshows that f is injective on Ý kF K . From Lemma 4.1 or the assump-jg J j ji
tion of this theorem it follows that there exists h g I such that q2 i?h / 1.
Ä Ž .If there exist a g Ý kE , b g Ý kF K , and c g k 1 y K such thatjg J j jg J j ji i
Ž . Ž .f a q b q c s 0 then 18 implies that for all r g N ,0
Är Äyr r h? i yr h? i0 s f K a q b q c K s f q a q q b q c .Ž . Ž .Ž .h h
h? i yh? i Ž . Ž . Ž .Now q , 1, and q are pairwise distinct, whence f a s f b s f c
Ž .s 0, and f is injective on the 1, K -primitive elements. If K is not equal
Ä Ž .to K for some i g I, then f is clearly injective on the set k 1 y K ofi
Ž .1, K -primitives. This proves that f is injective.
Ž .  4 wRemark 4.3. a The case I s i , q s y1 has been treated in 18,
xTheorem 6.4.5 . Then there are additional Hopf ideals, generated by Ei
Ã2Ž .or F and K y 1 for a set of central group-like elements K. Note that Ki i
is central.
Ž .b We can repeat the arguments in Theorem 4.2 to find the bi-ideals
w xof U after replacing q by ¤ and Theorem 3.5 by 17 . A similar computa-
w xtion has been done in 1, Theorem C .
Ž .  4 Ž² X :.c Let N be the order of q, I s i , . . . , i , and C s i , i be1 n l m l, m
the Cartan matrix. Direct calculation shows that an element K , wheren
w xn s Ý a i g Z I , is central in u , i.e., it commutes with all E , F forÄl l l i i
i g I if and only if
a ??? a C s 0 ??? 0 in ZrNZ.Ž . Ž .1 n
Hence, if the determinant of C is coprime to N, all coefficients a mustl
be multiples of N.
We obtain some Hopf algebras without non-trivial quotients: Let u beÊ
the subalgebra of the Frobenius]Lusztig kernel for the simply connected
Ž w x Ž . w xroot datum where Y s Z I , X s Hom Y, Z , see 7, Paragraph 2.2.2 for
Ä"1.more details , which is generated by E , F , K for i g I.i i i
COROLLARY 4.4. If the Cartan datum is irreducible and if q / 1 has oddi
Ž 4.order for all i g I, then u [ ur g y 1 ‹ g g G , where G is the group of allÊ Ê
central group-like elements of u and has no non-tri¤ial factor bialgebraÊ
distinct from k and u.Ê
Proof. The assumption on the order of q gives q2 i? i / 1 for all i g I.i
Let T be a factor bialgebra of u. Consider the canonical surjection p :Ê
Ž .u “ T. In the case T / u, the bi-ideal Ker p is not only generated byÊ Ê
Ä2elements g y 1 for g g G. Hence it contains all elements E , F , K y 1i i i
Ät ifor j g I. Let t be the order of q . Then K is central, because for alli i i
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j g I,
Ät i t i i? j Ät i t i² i , j9: Ät i Ät iK E s q E K s q E K s E K ,i j j i i j i j i
Ät i Ät i Ä2 Ät iŽ . Ž .and similarly K F s F K . Hence p K s p K s 1. But t is odd,i j j i i i i
ÄŽ .whence p K s 1 and T s k.i
5. AUTOMORPHISMS AND IMBEDDINGS
ŽThe knowledge of the skew-primitive elements of U and u if q fits toÄk
Ä .f or f, respectively allows us to describe the Hopf algebra automorphismsk
wof U and u. The proofs are somewhat more complicated than in 1,Äk
xTheorem D , because there may be non-trivial central group-like elements,
and q a s 1 does not imply a s 0. But from the condition that q fits to fk
it follows that there are no unexpected new automorphisms of U and uÄk
Ž . Ž w x.but note Example 5.15 other than of U cf. 1, Theorem D, Corollary .
More generally, the arguments apply to imbeddings of restricted special-
izations or of Frobenius]Lusztig kernels under some weak assumptions on
the Cartan data.
Ž . Ž . Ž ² : . ŽLet I, ? , I*, e be Cartan data and Y, X, , , . . . and Y *, X*,
² : . Ž . Ž ., , . . . be root data of types I, ? and I*, e , respectively. To these
data the algebras U, U, u and U*, U*, u* are defined. The elements andÄ Äk k
structure maps of U*, U*, u* will be marked with asterisks. Since theÄk
definition of a root datum is extremely general, we often consider the
w x Ž .simply connected root datum given by Y s Z I , X s Hom Y, Z together
² :with the natural embedding I “ Y and , given by the evaluation map
w x Y = X “ Z 7, 2.2.2 . Then the set of group-like elements will be K ‹ n gn
Ãw x4 Ž .Z I these algebras will be marked with a head, e.g., U or it will be
Ä w x4 Žrestricted to K ‹ n g Z I these algebras will be marked with a circle,n
Ê .e.g., U, in accordance with Corollary 4.4 . Note that for Cartan data of
finite type these algebras are always Hopf subalgebras of U.
DEFINITION 5.1. An injective map s : I “ I* is called a diagram
homomorphism or a weak diagram homomorphism or a weak diagram
antimorphism if for all i, j g I
i ? j s s i es j or qi? j s qs Ž i.es Ž j. or qi? j s qys Ž i.es Ž j. ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .respectively. A weak diagram homomorphism s : I “ I will be called a
Ž .weak diagram automorphism of I.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.2. a If q fits to f and to f*, and s or t is a weakk k
Ž .diagram homomorphism antimorphism, respecti¤ely , then for all i, j g I,
² :² : ² :s i , s j 9 s t i , t j 9 s i , j9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .b If moreo¤er I, ? is irreducible then there are positi¤e rational num-
bers D , D9 such that for all i, j g I,
s i es j s D i ? j, t i et j s D9i ? j.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .c If the assumptions of b are satisfied and it is known that D , D9 must
Ž  4  4equal 1 e. g., if the sets i ? i N i g I and i*ei* N i* g I* ha¤e the same
. 2 i? iminimum and maximum, in particular if I s I* , and q / 1 in the case
 4I s i , then each weak diagram homomorphism is a diagram homomorphism
and there are no weak diagram antimorphisms.
Ž .Proof. a In the case i s j the statement is trivial. Now assume i / j.
Since s is a weak diagram homomorphism, we have
Ž . Ž .² :2 i? j 2 s Ž i.es Ž j. i? i² i , j9: s Ž i.es Ž i. s i , s j 9q s q « q s q . 19Ž .
Moreover qi? i s qs Ž i.es Ž i. or q2 s q2 . Since the order of q2 is greateri s Ž i. i
² : ² Ž . Ž . : Ž .than y i, j9 and y s i , s j 9 by Proposition 2.8, equality 19 holds if
² Ž . Ž . : ² :and only if s i , s j 9 s i, j9 . The proof for t is similar.
Ž . Ž .b For all i, j g I with i ? j - 0, part a implies
² :² :s i es i s j , s i 9 j, i9 i ? iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s s s .² :² :s j es j s i , s j 9 i , j9 j ? jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since I is irreducible, there is a positive rational number D such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .s i es i s D i ? i for all i g I. Then part a implies for all i, j g I,
s i es i i ? iŽ . Ž .
² :² :s i es j s s i , s j 9 s D i , j9 s D i ? j.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2
Ž .c Clearly s and t must be diagram homomorphisms. But this cannot
be true for t , because of all distinct i, j g I we have qi? j s qt Ž i.et Ž j. s qyi ? j,
2 i? ja contradiction with i ? j / 0, because q / 1 by Lemma 2.12.
We give some typical examples of imbeddings of quantized universal
Ženveloping algebras it can be shown that all Hopf algebra imbeddings can
be obtained from these by composition, using the coradical filtration for U,
w x.cf. 1, Theorem D .
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. a Let s be a diagram homomorphism. Then there exists a
Hopf algebra map
Ã Ãc : U “ U*, E ‹ E , F ‹ F , K ‹ K .s i s Ž i. i s Ž i. i s Ž i.
Ê ÊIt induces a map U “ U*.
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .  4. < I <b For each a s a g Q ¤ _ 0 there exists a Hopf algebraj jg I
map
f : U “ U, K ‹ K , E ‹ a E , F ‹ ay1F .a m m j j j j j j
ÃIt is called a diagonal automorphism of U. Similar maps are defined for U
Êand U.
Ž .c Let s be a diagram homomorphism. The algebra maps
j : f “ f*, u ‹ u U ,j s Ž j.
u if there is j g I such that s j s r ,Ž .jUz : f* “ f, u ‹r ½ 0 otherwise,
UÄ0 Ä K ; cK ; cU0 s Ž i.iÃ Ãj : U “ U* , K ‹ K , ‹ ,Ž .0 A A i s Ž i.
t t
0 K if there is j g I such that s j s r ,Ž .jU0Ã Ãz : U* “ U , K ‹Ž .0 A A r ½ 1 otherwise,
¡ ÄK ; cj if there is j g I such that s j s r ,Ž .
UÄK ; c t~r ‹
t c otherwise,¢ t r
Ã 0are well-defined, and zj and z j are the identity on f and U , respecti¤ely.0 0 A
Proof. This is from direct calculations using the generators and rela-
tions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 5.4. a The maps considered in Parts a , c of Lemma 5.3
Ã Ê Ã Êinduce maps on U, U, and f, hence after tensoring also maps on U, UA A A k k
Ã 0 0and u , u. These maps are injective on the triangular parts and U , u ,Ã Ê Ãk
Ê 0 0 Ž .U , u , because there are always sections induced from z , z for theÊk 0
maps induced from j , j . Since they moreover respect the triangular0
decompositions, they are injective.
Ž . Ž .b In order to show that j and z are well-defined algebra homo-
morphisms, it is possible to investigate the bilinear form, which implicitly
describes all relations: Define an algebra map 9j : X f “ X f*, u ‹ u U fori s Ž i.
Ž .i g I. Then it can be shown using 2 that
Ž . X X X Xi The map 9j m 9j : f m f “ f* m f* is an algebra homomor-
Ž . Xphism and 9j m 9j r s r*j .
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Xii 9j x , 9j y s x, y for x, y g f.
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Ž . XNow ii implies that j induces a morphism j : f “ f*. For x g I and all
X Ž . ŽX Ž . X Ž ..y g f we have x, y s j x , j y s 0 and for all homogeneous elements
X Ž X . ŽX Ž . .z* g f* _ 9j f we also have j x , z* s 0, since different homogeneous
Ž . X Ž .components are orthogonal under ?, ? . Hence j x belongs to I *.
The diagonal automorphisms of U and u must be treated separately.Äk
Ž . Ž  4. < I <LEMMA 5.5. For each a s a g k _ 0 there are diagonal auto-i ig I
morphisms f : U “ U which are the identity on U0 and act on thea k k k
triangular parts as
EŽ t . ‹ at EŽ t . , F Ž t . ‹ aytF Ž t .i i i i i i
for all i g I, t g N . These maps induce automorphisms of u.Ä0
Proof. All relations in the triangular parts are generated by homoge-
neous ones, which f just multiplies by scalars as well as the commutatora
relations of EŽ p., F Ž s., and elements of U0 and the commutator relationsi j k
between EŽ p. and F Ž s. for i, j g I, p, s g N . Since the triangular decom-i j 0
position holds for U, there are no more relations.k
Ž .THEOREM 5.6. We assume that the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 c are
Ž .satisfied, in particular, that q fits to f and I, ? is irreducible. If f : u “ u*Ê Êk
is any imbedding of Hopf algebras o¤er k, then f can be written uniquely in
the form f s c f , where s is a diagram homomorphism and f is as a a
diagonal automorphism.
Ž .Proof. Since f is an injective map of Hopf algebras, f E for eachj
Ä ÄŽ Ž ..j g I is a non-trivial 1, f K -primitive element of u*. Since q fits to f*,Êj
Ä ÄUŽ . Ž .by Theorem 3.5 there is an element s j g I* such that f K s Kj s Ž j.
and we have
U ÄU U ÄUf E s a E q b K F q c K y 1 .Ž . ž /j j s Ž j. j s Ž j. s Ž j. j s Ž j.
Ž . Ž .s is injective because so is f. Now if s i s r, s j s s, then applying f
Ä Äy1 i? jto the equation K E K s q E and using linear independence ofi j i j
U ÄU U ÄUE , K F , and K y 1 yieldss s s s
0 s a q re s y qi? j s b qi? j y qyre s s c q i? j y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j
There exists i g I such that q2 i? j / 1, whence c s 0. We have a s 0 orj j
b s 0 because otherwise qi? j s q re s s qyi ? j in contrary to q2 i? j / 1. Simi-j
 4lar calculations show that there are coefficients c , d g k _ 0 such thatj j
ÄU y1 UŽ . Ž . Ž .f F s c K E or f F s d F .j j s s j j s
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U ÄU UŽ . Ž .First Case. Assume f E s a E . If f E s b K F for some b gj j s i i r r i
 4k _ 0 , then
re s re s U ÄU U ÄU U Uf q E E y E E s a b q E K F y K F EŽ . ž /j i i j j i s r r r r s
ÄU U U U Us a b K E F y F E s 0.Ž .j i r s r r s
2 i? j Ž .From q / 1 and Lemma 2.12 a it follows that E E and E E arej i i j
linearly independent in contrary to this equation, because f is injective.
Ž . Ž .Since I, ? is irreducible, we can repeat this argument to obtain f El
s a EU for all l g I. Hence s is a weak diagram homomorphism and al s Ž l .
ÄU y1 UŽ . Ž .diagram homomorphism by Lemma 5.2. If f F s c K E , then thej j s s
Ä Ž .images of E and K F would be linearly dependent, whence f F sj j j l
d FU for all l g I. Nowl s Ž l .
f E F y F E s f E f F y f F f EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j j j j j
q qy1 j sU UÄ Äm K y K y a d s 0.Ž .s s j jž / j? j se sž /q y 1 q y 1
ÄU ÄU y1 ÄU 2 2 re sŽ . Ž .We have K / K because K is not central since q / 1,s s s
whence a d s q qy1. Since s is a diagram homomorphism, we havej j j s
q s q and a d s 1.j s j j
ÄUŽ .Second Case. Assume f E s b K F . It follows as in the first casej j s s
ÄU y1 U ÄU UŽ . Ž . Ž .that f F s c K E and f E s b K F for all i g I, whencei i s Ž i. s Ž i. i i s Ž i. s Ž i.
Ž .s is a weak diagram antimorphism. But Lemma 5.2 c does not allow this.
This implies that f s c f , and the uniqueness is clear. On the others a
Ž .hand, c and f are always injective cf. Remark 5.4 .s a
Ž . 2 i? iCOROLLARY 5.7. If q fits to f, I, ? is irreducible, and q / 1 ifk
 4I s i , the group of Hopf algebra automorphisms of u is the semidirectÊ
product of the group of diagram automorphisms of I by the group of diagonal
automorphisms.
The extremely general definition of the root datum makes it impractical
to explicitly classify all imbeddings u “ u*. But there is the followingÄ Ä
description.
 4  URemark 5.8. Define Z s Yr m ‹ K s 1 in u , Z* s Y *r m ‹ K s 1Äm m
4in u* . Let s : I “ I* be a diagram homomorphism and g : Z “ Z* be anÄ
injection of groups satisfying
i ? i s i es iŽ . Ž .
² m , i9: ²g Ž m . , s Ž i.9:q s q , g i s s iŽ .ž /2 2
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for all i g I, m g Z. Define the algebra homomorphism c : u “ u* byÄ Äs , g
c K s KU , c E s EU , c F s FUŽ . Ž . Ž .s , g m g Ž m . s , g j s Ž j. s , g j s Ž j.
Ž .If the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 c are satisfied, then each imbedding f :
u “ u* of Hopf algebras, can be uniquely written in the form f s c f ,Ä Ä s , g a
where c is defined as above and f is a diagonal automorphism.s , g a
There is the following correspondence between imbeddings of restricted
specializations and of Frobenius]Lusztig kernels.
Ž .THEOREM 5.9. If the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 c are satisfied and if
ÊŽ .char k s 0 then the restriction from U to u induces a bijection between theÊk
Ê Ê 4  4sets of Hopf algebra imbeddings f ‹ f : U “ U* and g N g : u “ u* .Ê Êk k
Ê ÊProof. Let f : U “ U* be an imbedding of Hopf algebras. For eachk k
Ä ÊŽ . Ž Ž ..i g I, f E is a non-trivial 1, f K -primitive element of U*. Hence byi i k
Ä ÄUŽ .Theorem 3.5, there exists r g I* such that f K s K andi r
U ÄU Uf E s a E q b K F q A ,Ž .i i r i r r
Ê 0 Ä 2 i? jwhere a , b g k and A g U . Conjugation with K , where q / 1, yieldsi i k j
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .A s 0, since A commutes with K . Similarly, f F , f K g u*, whenceÊj i i
Ž .f u ; u*, and f induces an imbedding u “ u*. Now assume that f :Ê Ê Ê Ê
Ê Ê Ž t . t U Ž t .Ž .U “ U* extends c f : u “ u*. We prove f E s a E for t g N .Ê Êk k s a i i s Ž i. 0
Let l be the order of q2. Write t s a l q b with a , b g N such thati i i 0
1
Ž t . Ž b . Ž l . aiŽ . Ž w x.b F l y 1. We have E s " E E cf. 19, Lemma 8.4 . Sincei i i ia !
Ž Ž l i.. l i U Ž l i.f extends c f , it suffices to prove f E s a E . Direct calculations a i i s Ž i.
Ž l i . l i U Ž l i. ÄU l iŽ . Ž Ž . .shows that L [ f E y a E is 1, K -primitive andi i s Ž i. s Ž i.
Ä ÄU0 K ; 0 K ; 0Ê i s Ž i.Ž . Žw x. w xbelongs to U* by Theorem 3.5. Similarly f y isk l li i
ÄU l i ÄU l i Ê 0ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .K , K -primitive and belongs to U* by Theorem 3.5, whences Ž i. s Ž i. k
Ä 0K ; 0 ÊiŽw x. Ž . Ž w Ž .x.M [ f belongs to U* . We consider the relation cf. 9, 6.5 a5kli
Ä ÄK ; 0 K ; i ? ili i iŽ l . Ž l .i iE s Ei il li i
Ä Ä 0K ; i ? il K ; 0 Êi i iŽw x w x. Ž .and take P [ f y . The subalgebra U* is commutative;kl li i
this gives
Ä ÄK ; 0 K ; i ? ili i iŽ l . Ž l .i i0 s f E y Ei iž /l li i
s ali MEU Ž l i. y ali EU Ž l i. M q P y LP .Ž .i s Ž i. i s Ž i.
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Ê 0 U q Ê 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Now LP g U* and the other summands belong to f U* , hencek k l i ki w Ž .xLP s 0. We are done if P is invertible. We use the relation 8, 2.3 g10
after tensoring with k for t s l ,i
liÄ ÄK ; c K ; 0ci icŽ l yj. yji Äs q K .Ý i ijl l y jii ijs0
cw xIf c is a multiple of l , the binomial coefficient vanishes for 0 - j - l ,ji i i
since qc s qyc. Hence just the summands for j s 0 and j s l remain. Leti i i
Ä clK ; 0i iw xc s i ? il . The term at j s 0 is because i ? i is even and thus q s 1.i ili
i ? il yl yl yli i ii Ä Ä Äw x Ž .The term at j s l is K s i ? iK . This gives P s f i ? iK sli i i i ii
ÄU yl iŽ .i ? i K which is invertible because i ? i / 0.s Ž i.
Ž l i. yl i U Ž l i. ÊŽ .A similar proof shows that f F s a F . Since U is generated byi i s Ž i. k
group-likes and EŽ t ., F Ž t . for i g I, t g N as algebra, f is uniquelyi i 0
determined. This map exists, because it is a composition of a diagonal
automorphism and a map induced from U.A
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.10. If char k s 0, q fits to f, I, ? is irreducible, andk
2 i? i Ê 4q / 1 if I s i , then the group of Hopf automorphisms of U is thek
semidirect product of the group of diagram automorphisms of I by the group of
diagonal automorphisms and is canonically isomorphic to the group of Hopf
automorphisms of u.Ê
Ž . 2 i? iTHEOREM 5.11. Assume that q fits to f, I, ? is irreducible, and q / 1k
 4if I s i . Let G be the group of all central group-like elements of u and letÃ
Ž 4.u [ ur g y 1 ‹ g g G .Ã Ã
Ž .a For each diagram automorphism s of I, the algebra map
r : u “ u , EŽ t . ‹ EŽ t . , F Ž t . ‹ F Ž t . , K ‹ KÃ Ãs i s Ž i. i s Ž i. i s Ž i.
is an automorphism of u and induces an automorphism of u.Ã Ã
Ž .b Each automorphism of u has the form r f for a diagonalÃ s a
automorphism f and a diagram automorphism s of I.a
Ž .Proof. a r is induced by c from Lemma 5.3, hence it is well-de-s s
Ž .y1fined and bijective with inverse r . Since an element of u is centralÃs
group-like if and only if its image under a Hopf algebra automorphism is
central group-like, r induces an automorphism of u.Ãs
Ž .b Let f be an automorphism of u. The arguments of Theorem 5.6Ã
Ä"1show that it maps the subalgebra generated by the elements E , F , Ki i i
onto itself and is induced by c f for a diagram automorphism s and as a
² Ž . Ž . : ² :diagonal automorphism f on that subalgebra. Now s i , s j 9 s i, j9a
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Ž Ž .. Ž y1 .for all i, j g I cf. Lemma 5.2 a implies that K f K commutes withs Ž i. i
all elements F , E for j g I and therefore is central. But u has noÃs Ž j. s Ž j.
Ž .non-trivial central group-like elements, whence K s f K for all i g I.s Ž i. i
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.12. Assume char k s 0, that q fits to f, I, ? irre-k
2 i? i  4ducible, and q / 1 if I s i . Let G be the group of all central group-like
Ã Ã Ã Ž 4.elements of U, and let U s Ur g y 1 ‹ g g G . Then the restriction fromk k k
Ã ÃU to u induces a bijection between the sets of automorphisms of U and u.Ã Ãk k
Ž .Now we consider the case where I, ? is not necessarily irreducible.
Ž .THEOREM 5.13. In Theorem 5.9 and Corollaries 5.10, 5.12 for char k
s 0 and Theorem 5.6, Corollary 5.7, and Theorem 5.11 we can replace the
Ž . Ž .assumptions on I, ? e. g., irreducibility by the assumption that for each
Ž .irreducible component I9 ; I the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 c are satisfied
Ž .where I in Lemma 5.2 is replaced by I9 and if for each i g I there is j g I
such that q2 i? j / 1.
Proof. We only generalize Theorem 5.6; the other proofs are similar.
Ç ÇLet c : u “ u* be an imbedding. We can write I s I j ??? j I , whereÊ Ê 1 l
I , . . . , I are irreducible components. Then u ( u Ž1. m ??? m u Ž l . as HopfÊ Ê Ê1 l
algebras, where u Ž1., . . . , u Ž l . are the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels forÊ Ê
Ž .I , . . . , I cf. Proof of Theorem 2.14 . For each p s 1, . . . , l this gives an1 l
imbedding u Ž p. “ u*. It can be shown as in Theorem 5.6 that for each pÊ Ê
there is a weak diagram homomorphism or antimorphism s : I “ I*}thisp p
is a diagram homomorphism by assumption}such that the restriction of c
is c f where f is a diagonal automorphism of u Ž p. and c is definedÊs a a sp p p p
as in Theorem 5.6. Since c is injective, the maps s can be combined to ap
diagram homomorphism s : I “ I* and the maps s give rise to aap
diagonal automorphism f of u. The existence of these maps follows as inÊa
Ž .the proofs for irreducible I, ? .
Ž .If the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 c are not satisfied, there may be more
imbeddings of Frobenius]Lusztig kernels, because then there may be weak
Ždiagram morphisms and antimorphisms Example: Let N be the order of
Ž . Ž .q. For given Cartan datum I, ? construct the Cartan datum I*, e , where
Ž .I* s I and ie j s N y 1 i ? j for all i, j g I. Then t : I “ I*, i ‹ i is a
.weak diagram antimorphism.
Ä ÄTHEOREM 5.14. Assume that q fits to f and f*, I is not necessarily
irreducible but for each i g I we assume that there is j g I such that q2 i? j / 1.
ÇDefine maps c : u “ u* as follows: Let I s I j I such that i ? j s 0 forÊ Êt m a
all i g I , j g I . Let t : I “ I be an injection such that its restrictions to I ,m a m
I are a weak diagram morphism and a weak diagram antimorphism, respec-a
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ti¤ely. For all i g I , j g I definem a
U U y1 U ƒÄ Äc K s K , c E s E , c F s q q F ,Ž . Ž .Ž .t i t Ž i. t i t Ž i. t i i t Ž i. t Ž i. ¥
y1
U U U U U §Ä Ä Ä Äc K s K , c E s K F , c F s q q E K .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /t j t Ž j. t j t Ž j. t Ž j. t j j t Ž j. t Ž j. t Ž j.
20Ž .
Ž y1 .Note that the coefficients q q , q q take ¤alues "1. Then each imbed-i t Ž i. j t Ž j.
Çding c : u “ u* has the form f s c f for a partition I s I j I , t and cÊ Ê t a m a t
are defined as abo¤e, and f is a diagonal automorphism.a
Sketch Proof. Let c : u “ u* be an imbedding. We can write I sÊ Ê
Ç ÇI j ??? j I , where I , . . . , I are irreducible components. As in the proof1 l 1 l
of Theorem 5.13 we consider the Hopf subalgebras u Ž p. for p s 1, . . . , l. ItÊ
can be shown as in Theorem 5.6 that for each p there is a weak diagram
homomorphism or antimorphism t : I “ I* such that the restriction of cp p
is c f where f is a diagonal automorphism of u Ž p. and c is definedÊt a a tp p p p
Ž . Žas in the first or in the second line of 20 if t is a weak diagramp
.homomorphism or antimorphism, respectively . Since c is injective, the
Ž .maps t can be combined to an injection t : I “ I*. Let I and I be thep m a
union of the sets I on which t is a weak diagram homomorphismp p
Ž .antimorphism, respectively . Since u is the tensor product of the HopfÊ
algebras u Ž1., . . . , u Ž l ., it remains to prove directly that for each choice ofÊ Ê
diagram homomorphisms and antimorphisms the corresponding maps ct p
are well-defined. The most difficult job is to show this for a weak diagram
antimorphism t , in particular for the triangular parts. In the following wep
fix p and drop the superscript Ž p.. Modify the arguments of Remark
X X UÄ ÄŽ .5.4 b : If we define an algebra map l: f “ f*, u ‹ u then l m l:k k i t Ž i.
X X X XÄ Ä Ä Ä  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .fm f “ f*m f* is an algebra homomorphism, and l x , l y s x, yk k k k
X Ä Äfor all x, y g f. Hence l induces a map on f, because the left radicals ofk
Ž .  4?, ? and ?, ? are equal. It suffices to consider homogeneous relations.
q Ž .Let E ??? E be a monomial in u . Let s [ t j for t s 1, . . . , l. ThenÊj j t t1 l
we have
ÄU U ÄU Uc E ??? E s K F ??? K FŽ . ž / ž /t j j s s s s1 l 1 1 l l
s te sz ÄU ÄU U Us q K ??? K F ??? F .Ž .Ł ž /s s s sž /1 l 1 l
1Ft-zFl
The factor in brackets does not depend on the ordering of E , . . . , E andj j1 l
is equal for all elements of the same homogeneous component. On this
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homogeneous component, c is a multiple of the mapt
y Uqv : u “ u* , E ‹ FŽ .Ê Êt j t Ž j.
which is induced by l and thus well-defined. A similar argument holds for
yrelations in u .Ê
The theorem gives a new automorphism in the case of Example 2.13.
Ž .  4EXAMPLE 5.15. Assume char k / 2, I s i, j , and 3i ? i s y2 i ? j s
y2 j ? i s j ? j, q2 i? i s q2 j? j s 1. Then the map s : I “ I which inter-
changes i and j, is a weak diagram automorphism, but not a diagram
Ž j? j 3 i? i i? i .automorphism because q s q s q , but j ? j / i ? i . Hence the cor-
responding automorphism c of u is not induced by an automorphismÊs
of U. Note that q qy1 s qyi ? i s y1 is not equal to 1.i j
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